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It is necessary to define a…
Closely partner with trademark
counsel, who needs to be aware
since the very beginning.



Receive advise on choosing good protectable brands 
(fanciful, suggestive, arbitrary), avoiding generic, 

descriptive, common use and/or slang terms

Implement a strong clearance system



Strongest => Weakest Marks

1. Fanciful / Arbitrary
• KODAK for photography supplies
• LAY�S for potato chips
• CHEETOS for snacks
• APPLE for computers

Trademark Selection and Clearance



Strongest => Weakest Marks

2. Suggestive
• SMARTFOOD for popcorn
• COPPERTONE for suntan oil
• PENGUIN for freezers
• ROACH MOTEL for insect traps

Trademark Selection and Clearance



Trademark Selection and Clearance
Weakest Marks

3. Descriptive 
• RICE KRISPIES for Cereal
• Spicy Ranch, Texas BBQ, Lites

4. Generic
• Tortilla Chip, Potato Chip, Snack, 

French Fries, Mani Saladito
• Software for Software



Merely descriptive of the product or its attributes

� SUNTANOIL  - Very hard to register
� PARK�N FLY  - Very hard to enforce against others

Laudatory words

� Best, Super, Preferred, Plus, Gold, Platinum
� World’s Favorite Snacks

Marks to Avoid



Nature of Marks
� Words, slogans, letters, numbers

LAY�S               LOVE IT….LIVE IT         

� Logos, pictures, symbols, label designs

� Configuration of product

� Color, sounds, scents



What are your next steps?
Priority countries
Use of local counsel 
Purpose of the mark (house mark, slogans, seasonal, limited 
editions)

Marketing has come up with a new idea 
and you are on a RUSH to clear !!



The following factors should be considered in determining when and 
where to search/file:

1. Where are sales most likely to occur initially in substantial 
volume. 

2. Where are the next group of countries where sales are most 
likely to occur.

3. Where owner wants to prevent competition
4. Identify countries with high piracy concerns. 

Other factors to consider



Most Important Issues:

1. Inherent registrability ?
2. Does it infringe anyone else's rights?
3. Can we use / register / protect ?

Trademark Selection and Clearance



� Local Counsel 
(and/or)

� Technology 

What resources and tools do 
you use for a global search 
project



� Scope of search
� Type of opinion
� Should the search include unregistered rights? Social media?

What would a perfect search report / 
opinion look like 

What do you expect from your 
associates in a search 



� Relevant applications or registrations, including owner, goods, application or 
registration date, and renewal date

� Reasons that could prevent our use/registration: locally famous, but not 
registered mark; or proposed mark is descriptive/generic

� Chances of obtaining registration of our trademark

� Possible actions against cited trademarks, such as cancellation or nullity actions.

� Suggestions to overcome rejection/oppositions, such as limiting goods, adding a 
word or design.

� Possibility of reaching a co-existence agreement.

� Can we use even if registration is not possible?

� Can we purchase it?

Is the Mark Available?



� Ability to USE  (%)
§ Trademark Infringement.  
§ other basis that may violate 3rd party rights (Unfair 

Competition/Passing Off, Parasitism, Copyright)
� Only after USE, ability to REGISTER  (%)
� If stand alone sub-brand is risky,. Risks associated with pairing 

with main brands (COLLISIONS vs DORITOS COLLISIONS)
� Brief opinions / Executive Summary 
� If searching in several countries, include a Summary Chart
� Always go the extra-mile (internet, translations (including 

slang); transliterations, etc.

Main concerns for Clearance Opinions:



� What services do you use?

� How do you search for unregistered rights?

� Will AI and algorithms render the lawyer obsolete?

Technology



Human powered options
CompuMark (Clarivate)
Corsearch



Technology Assisted search options 
(AI based)
TrademarkNow
Markify



� What do they mean in the US?

� Why is it so difficult to search in the US?

� Other type of use derived rights?

Common law rights 



Meaning of mark in other languages

Evaluate search for synonyms, 

homonyms, homophones, similar 

sounding words, in all applicable 

languages.



Examples of meanings gone wrong.



Before clearing… ensure meaning is ok 
in all languages/countries





EXAMPLES & WAR STORIES 



Opposer’s Registered Logo: Opposer’s Logo As Used:

Applicant’s New Logo: Applicant’s Existing Registered Logo:



Applicant’s New Logo: Opposer’s Existing Logo:

Marks As Registered:



Opposer’s Existing Logo(s):Applicant’s New Logo:

Marks As Used:



Applicant’s Marks As Applied For: Opposer’s Registered Marks:

� BLIZZARD SPRING WATER

� WHO BUT W.B. MASON’S
BLIZZARD SPRING WATER

� BLIZZARD



Applicant’s Marks As Used: Opposer’s Marks As Used:









Questions?



Thank-you for listening!

Sergio Barragan
Sergio.Barragan@pepsico.com
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